Superhero Project
Part 2: Interview With a Superhero
Student Name:
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Super Name &
Secret Identity.

Name is clearly
stated, significance is
explained. A secret
identity is provided.

Name is stated,
significance may not
be explained well. A
secret identity is
provided.

Name is stated,
significance is not
explained. Secret
Identity may or may
not be included.

Name is not stated
or there is no
explanation. Secret
Identity left blank.

Summary of
Origin

Origin is clearly
explained and it is
clear how abilities
came about.

Origin is explained,
but abilities are not
as clear as they
could be.

Origin is somewhat
explained and
abilities are not quite
clear.

Origin is not
explained and
abilities are not
explained.

Powers &
Examples

Powers and abilities
are clearly explained.
The audience knows
how they can be
used positively and
negatively.

Powers and abilities
are briefly
mentioned. The
audience has some
idea how they can
be used positively or
negatively.

Powers and abilities
are mentioned, but it
is unclear how they
might be used
positively or
negatively.

Powers and abilities
may be mentioned,
but effect on others
is not mentioned.

Moral Code/
Motivation

The audience knows
what rules the
superhero follows
and why they do
what they do.

The audience has a
good idea what
rules the superhero
follows and why.

The audience knows
what rules the
superhero follows
but not why.

The audience is
unclear what rules
govern the
superhero\'s actions
or why.

Character
Traits/Examples

There are at
minimum three
character traits with
examples; the
examples align with
the STEAL template.

Character traits are
given, examples
may not fully align
with traits; examples
may or may not be
compatible with
STEAL template.

There are at least
Poorly developed
two character traits character traits
given. Examples are without examples.
not aligned with
STEAL template.

Description of
Costume/Impact
on Audience

Costume significance
is explained:
symbolism in colors
and decorative
touches.
Thoughts/ideas
brought out by
costume.

Costume
significance is
somewhat
explained; thoughts
and ideas brought
out by the costume
touched on.

Costume
significance not
explained
significantly enough;
ideas and thoughts
brought out not fully
explained.

Costume
significance not
explained;
significance of
ideas/thoughts
brought out not
explained.

Universal idea is
mentioned;
connections
between universal
idea and superhero
not clear.

Universal idea is not
mentioned and/or
connections between
character and idea
are not explained.

CATEGORY

Universal idea is
Universal Idea & Universal Idea is
thoroughly explained explained, clear
Explanation
and it is clear how
they represent this
idea.

connections are
made between the
character and the
universal idea.

